
What dogs do when you leave home?

1. Adverb

2. Verb - 3Rd Person Singular Present

3. Preposition Or Subordinating Conjunction

4. Noun

5. Adjective

6. Noun

7. Adjective

8. Noun

9. Noun

10. Verb - Present Tense

11. Noun - Plural

12. Adjective

13. Proper Noun

14. Adjective

15. Verb

16. Noun

17. Pronoun

18. Noun - Plural

19. Noun - Plural

20. Interjection

21. Adjective - Superlative

22. Preposition Or Subordinating Conjunction

23. Verb - Present Tense
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24. Coordinating Conjunction

25. Adjective - Superlative



What dogs do when you leave home?

"Now you two be Adverb good while I'm gone" the door shuts and the fun begins. Oreo

Verb - 3rd Person Singular Present straight for the boom box to turn Preposition or subordinating conjunction his jam.

While Snickers is in the kitchen pressing the Noun dispenser on the fridge to get a Adjective

cold drink of Noun . His next target is the Adjective of most dogs the trash can. He scavenges

through it and all he finds is some old Noun . Meanwhile Oreo is in the Noun bathroom

Verb - Present Tense all the toilet paper to shreds trying to teepee the living room. Snickers is now found a

way to open the fridge an is pigging out on tonight's dinner Noun - Plural with a side of mac and cheese.

Oreo finds out that Snickers can open the fridge and wants some food to so he eats some of the ribs too. After

there Adjective meal Snickers and Proper Noun decide to go outside so they figured out a way to

open the garage door and then used their Adjective noses to Verb the button to open the

Noun . Pronoun went to every single yard on the block to do things like dig up the peoples

Noun - Plural , go through the garbage cans, and rip up the Noun - Plural . they went home to find

that their owner was home and she was furious. She said" Interjection this is the Adjective - Superlative

mess Preposition or subordinating conjunction the entire world. Snickers and Oreo you are in huge trouble. You two

are going to clean this all up now so Snickers and Oreo started Verb - Present Tense . They cleaned all the

yards up, the toilet paper, and the trash. Still Snickers Coordinating conjunction Oreo had the

Adjective - Superlative day of their doggie lives!
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